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§
§
§

Katch Investment Group (KIG) is an Asset Management Company focusing on private debt.
KIG’s three partners have strong Investment Management credentials and a successful history with some of the
best-known global banking institutions.
KIG has research, marketing, and/or compliance offices in six different jurisdictions, offering global coverage.

§
§
§

Since 2008, regulation and capital requirements have curtailed banks’ ability to lend.
The shortage of capital has created very compelling investment opportunities in liquid private debt.
By many metrics, private debt is the most compelling asset class, providing yield, stability, and low volatility to
investors.
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§
§
§
§
§

The Fund focuses on financial sector redress and litigation in the UK.
The Fund finances smaller, simpler claims that are also more liquid.
Portfolio is more liquid (months) and diversified (100’s of claims) than that of typical litigation funds.
Structuring the financing is a critical aspect of the Fund’s value addition.
Seed investors enjoy 8% preferred performance+8% realized profit participation .
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§
§
§

We target net returns to investors of up to 16% in USD per annum with no negative months.
Our investors are eligible for dividend distributions of 6% in USD per annum.
Share classes are available in GBP, EUR, CHF and USD currencies.
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KATCH INVESTMENT GROUP

KATCH OVERVIEW
Katch Investment Group is
an Asset Management Company
dedicated to investing in private debt.
§

Global presence: London (UK), Panama, Brazil, and Switzerland.

§

Three partners have over 60 years of cumulative experience and strong Investment
Management credentials with some of the most well-known global banking institutions.

§

Katch Investment Group manages over 500 million USD in gross assets within its
investment Funds.
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KATCH OVERVIEW: Global presence
Katch Investment
Management LTD

4 Manchester Square,
W1U 3PD
London
United Kingdom

Katch Consulting SA

PH Bicsa Financial Center
Office 11, Floor 53
Av. Balboa y Calle Alquilino
de la Guardia
Panama City
Panama

Katch Capital
Consultoria

R. Gomes de Carvalho, 1507
Andar 14
Conjunto Comercial 142
Edifício Tenerife Bloco B
Vila Olímpia
São Paulo - SP
Brazil

Katch Consulting
Services GmbH

Brandschenkestrasse 4
8001 Zurich
Switzerland
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KATCH OVERVIEW: Principals

§
§
§
§

Stephane Prigent, CFA

Laurent Jeanmart, CFA

Chief Executive Officer

Chairman

A 20-year successful asset allocation
history
Ex-Managing Director and Head of
Equity Sales at State Street Global
Markets
Substantial experience in private
banking and fund structuring
CFA charterholder, Darden MBA

§
§
§
§

20-year+ of successful asset
allocation
Positive performance as a portfolio
manager every year since 1999
Ex-CIO of a multi-billion USD asset
manager and Insurance Company
CFA charterholder, INSEAD
graduate

Pascal Rohner, CFA
Chief Investment Officer

§
§
§
§

Katch Founding Partners’ 60 years of cumulative experience
bring to the firm a broad range of expertise within the private debt sphere.
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A 20-year successful asset allocation
history
Ex-CIO at Credit Andorra Panama &
Private Investment Management
Ex-Credit Suisse
CFA charterholder, university of
Zurich

KATCH OVERVIEW: Simplified organigram
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KATCH OVERVIEW: Decision process
LOCAL INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
DIRECT LENDING

SECURED LENDING

FACTORING

Jose Luis Fabrega, CFA

Maria Ryan, CFA

Pascal Rohner, CFA

Portfolio Manager

Portfolio Manager

Portfolio Manager*

REAL ESTATE

LITIGATION FINANCE

Nick Oakley

Leon Clarance

Portfolio Manager

Portfolio Manager

RISK MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
Pascal Rohner, CFA
Chief Investment Officer

GLOBAL INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
Laurent Jeanmart, CFA
Chairman

Stephane Prigent, CFA
Chief Exectuive Officer

Pascal Rohner, CFA
Chief Investment Officer

AIFM REVIEW – FUCHS ASSET MANAGEMENT
Michael Verschuure
Chief Financial Officer

Gilles Gabriel
Chief Risk Officer

Robin Mouterde
Fund Officer

LEGAL COMMITTEE
Anais Kebir
Head of Legal

Drawdown
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*Local Brazilian operations have an independent portfolio and
risk management process including external service providers.

KATCH OVERVIEW: Investment vehicles
KATCH FUND SOLUTIONS
SICAV-RAIF

GLOBAL LENDING
OPPORTUNITIES FUND

REAL ESTATE
LENDING FUND

FACTORING
FUND

EUROPEAN SECURED
LENDING FUND

LITIGATION
FUND

Senior-secured short-term
lending strategies

UK bridge loans backed by
first mortgages

Corporate receivables &
working capital loans in
Brazil

Senior-secured mid-term
lending strategies

Diversified exposure to
small, short-duration legal
claims

§ Monthly liquidity + 45 days’
notice
§ No use of leverage
§ Management Fee: 1.25%*
§ Performance Fee: 10%*

8% per annum*

§ Monthly liquidity + 90 days’
notice
§ 100% UK exposure
§ No use of leverage
§ Management Fee: 1.5%*
§ Performance Fee: 15%*

8% per annum*

§ Monthly liquidity + 90 days’
notice
§ 100% Brazil exposure
§ No use of leverage
§ Management Fee: 1.25%*
§ Performance Fee: 10%*

10% per annum*

§ Semi-annual liquidity + 270
days’ notice
§ UK & Continental Europe
exposure
§ No use of leverage
§ Management Fee: 1.25%*
§ Performance Fee: 10% +
Hurdle index*

10% per annum*

§ Quarterly liquidity + 180 days’
notice
§ No use of leverage
§ Management Fee: 1.6%*
§ Performance Fee: 20%*

8 to 16% per annum*
*For USD institutional share classes only.
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KATCH: The model
§

Traditional assets (bonds, stocks) have low
expected returns.

§

Private assets have higher expected returns.

§

However, importantly, certain private debt
strategies have similar expected returns and much
better liquidity than private equity.

Usually, the less liquid an investment, the higher the expected return.
Today, this is not the case, making private debt the most interesting asset class available.
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The investing backdrop for private
debt is the most compelling since the
1930s.
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KATCH OVERVIEW: Investment philosophy
Focus on overlooked niches with superior risk/return
characteristics:
Katch aims to identify overlooked niche areas where capital supply
is scarce.
Focus on relatively small ticket sizes that are uninteresting for large
managers and traditional lenders.
Borrowers that struggle to secure funding elsewhere are willing to
pay higher rates and offer stronger guarantees.

Downside Protection:

Low volatility and low correlation to traditional asset
classes:
Focus on areas with low duration.
Identify value in private markets that offer uncorrelated sources of
alpha.
Katch aims to generate positive returns every single month in any
market environment.

ESG – Responsible investment:

Focus on senior-secured areas of the lending market, avoiding
exposure to subordinated loans, mezzanine, equity and distressed
areas.

Katch is a proud signatory of the Principles for Responsible
Investment and includes the six PRI principles into its investment
decision process.

Focus on areas where it is possible to secure loans with strong
guarantees, collaterals and/or insurance.

Katch aims to deliver both social value and maximize investment
value.

Rigorous risk management, KYC and AML policies.
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WHY SHOULD YOU INVEST IN PRIVATE DEBT?

The attraction of private debt
PROTECTION

LIQUIDITY

Private debt generally comes
with protection: collaterals,
guarantees, and insurance.

THE MOST SOPHISTICATED FIRMS HAVE MASSIVELY RE-ALLOCATED TO PRIVATE DEBT

Private debt is more liquid than
private equity, with an
investment duration of a few
weeks to a few months.

Blackstone 2007

Blackstone 2020
Blackstone 2017

Apollo 2020
Apollo 2017
Apollo 2011
KKR 2020

PREDICTABLE
PERFORMANCE

Private debt generates a positive
performance most months with
minimal volatility.

KKR 2017
KKR 2010
Carlyle 2020
Carlyle 2017

STRONG YIELD

Private debt generates yields
vastly superior to bonds of the
same level of risk.

Carlyle 2012
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Source: https://www.blackstone.com/the-firm; https://www.kkr.com/kkr-today; https://ir.carlyle.com/staticfiles/d40af205-054f-4926-bbab-fe873a8ebfd9; https://www.apollo.com/our-business/credit
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Why now is the right time to invest in private debt
SOURCE OF LENDING TO THE US PRIVATE SECTOR
1
0.9

Large financial institutions are subject to Basel III (2010), which
requires higher capital reserve requirements.

0.8
0.7

The Dodd Frank Act (2010) has strongly increased compliance costs,
which are depreciating banks’ interest in Small Businesses.

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

Volcker (2014) prohibits banks from conducting certain investment
activities with their own accounts.

0.2
0.1
0
1994

2000

2006

Foreign & Domestic Banks

2012

2017

Non-banks & funds
Source: S&P LCD Leveraged Lending Review Q4-17

Banks only limit their scope to large structures, missing out on
opportunities.

> Banks lend much less than before to Small- and Medium-sized companies.
Private credit fills the gap, but SMEs are 'price takers' (i.e., they must
accept paying a much higher yield).
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Private debt is always a good investment
LOWEST 5-YEAR ANNUALIZED PERFORMANCE SINCE '92

5%

0%

-5%

-10%

-15%

-20%
Private Credit

Developed
Market
buyouts

High-yield
Bonds

Leveraged
Loans

Natural
Energy stocks
resources &
infrastructure

Real Estate

Global
Equities

Listed Real
Estate trusts

Venture
Capital

Source: Hamilton Lane Data via Cobalt; Bloomberg; MSCI (April 18)l; FT
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Private debt is
the only asset
class that
generates a
substantial
positive
performance
regardless of
where we are in
the economic
cycle.

KATCH LITIGATION FUND

The Katch Litigation Funding team

§
§
§
§
§

§
§
§
§

Laurent Jeanmart, CFA

Leon Clarance

Felix Curtis

Anais Kebir

Partner

Head of Litigation Funding

Director of Litigation Finance

Lawyer

Sourcing, portfolio management
Member of the Investment
Committee
20+ years experience in alternative
asset management
INSEAD MBA
CFA charterholder

§
§
§
§

Sourcing, portfolio management,
legal analysis, structuring
Substantial experience in small
claims litigation and redress
Cambridge, King’s College
Harvard EEC

§
§
§
§

Origination, strategy & analysis
Solicitor in England & Wales
Ex-Harbour Litigation Funding,
Eversheds Sutherland LLP
Said Business School (Oxford
University), University of Law (PSC),
BPP University (LPC).

§
§
§
§
§
§

Analysis, implementation
LLM Duke university
Ex White & Case, Rothschild
Master’s Degree Law Pantheon
Assas
New York State Attorney-at-Law
Holder of Article 100 – Paris Bar

Maria Ryan

Pascal Rohner, CFA

Stephane Prigent, CFA

Fernando Pinedo

Structuring

Partner

Partner

Portfolio Manager

Structuring, credit analysis
20+ years experience in credit
analysis
Cambridge University
CFA charterholder
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§
§
§

Member of the Investment
Committee
University of Zurich
CFA charterholder

§
§
§

Member of the Investment
Committee
Darden MBA
CFA Charterholder

§
§
§
§

Portfolio management, cash flow
analysis.
Monitoring, auditing, reporting
Ex PWC
Universidad Internacional Menéndez
Pelayo, Universidad Autónoma de
Madrid

What is Litigation funding?
Litigation funding

is where a third party provides
the financial resources to enable costly
litigation or arbitration cases to proceed.

Funders pay for the legal costs of redress
and get a portion of the proceeds if
successful.
It is a new asset class, as it was inexistent
outside the US until about 10-12 years
ago.
It has no correlation to traditional asset
classes, and historically delivered high
and stable returns.
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Developed litigation funding markets

Litigation funding: premium to liquid cases
400%

Prob. success

350%

x

Upside

Duration

x

Rate of return

300%
250%

In the UK, historical
data show that an
average claim has
50% chance of
success: Almost
exactly half of the
cases have historically
been ruled in favor of
the claimant.

200%
150%
100%
50%

Attractive Litigation
Funding Agreement
are structured to
grant 4 times the
amount spent by a
Funder in case of
success.

Classic commercial
disputes can last for
years. One of the key
to success is to focus
on claims that have
shorter expected
timeframe.

0%
-

1
0.3

2
0.4

3
4
Duration (years)
0.5
0.6
0.7

5

6

0.8

A diversified portfolio of claims is highly sensitive to duration.
A low duration portfolio, where claims are settled or paid
quickly, achieves high rates of return even if the cases display
relatively low probabilities of success.
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>> HIGH RATE OF RETURN

What makes a successful portfolio of litigation claims?
Most litigation funds carry 2 significant drawbacks:
their cases tend to be illiquid and they rely heavily on lawyers to source cases.

P (SUCCESS)

PAY-OUT

> Careful case selection is
critical. The fund will only
consider cases where the
probability of success is
independently assessed
by senior counsel to be at
least 55%.

> How much a case pays
out in case of success? In
current litigation markets,
the payout is 5 to 12 times
the budget or cost. Katch
aims to achieve a payout
of 15 times for its
claimants.

CREDIT RISK
> Traditional litigation
cases carry credit risk.
Katch works on cases that
tend to have very little or
no credit risk, e.g. against
large financial institutions
or government-backed
entities.

DIVERSIFICATION
> Litigation is binary in
nature, so portfolios need
to be diversified. Katch
allocates largely to
individual claims, which
are small, diversified and
liquid, and uses a deep
origination network.

The fund employs a unique origination strategy and enjoys significantly
better liquidity than other litigation funds by focusing on individual claims.
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Target portfolio profile
FUNDING
2/3

GEOGRAPHY

LIQUIDITY

Preferred Seed
Investor

COMPOSITION

FSCS/FOS/CMC
Claims - 4%

40%

% of asset liquidity

8% net preferred
interest
+
up to 8%net
preferred profit
participation

Cash - 16%

30%

Wholesale CWI
Claims - 40%

20%

Group Claims - 16%

10%

0%
1

Up
to
1/3

Insolvency Claims 2%

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13

Wholesale Plevin
Claims - 21%

Month

Common
Investor
(Katch)

Seed investors enjoy high
protected income

90%+ of the portfolio sourced in the
UK where competition is less

Significantly more liquid
than a traditional litigation fund

Low to no credit risk
(UK government or
large financial institutions)

UK judicial system is considered
one of the best in the world

More than 200 assets expected
at any point of time

High level of diversification
with 100’s of claims in the fund
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“The potential gains from winning a
case are damages, which can be many
times the amount spent pursuing the
case. Losing a case, on the other hand,
usually just results in a loss of the sums
invested in pursuing the case. This
asymmetry is beneficial and is
inherently capital protective.”
Source: The Burford Group
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Portfolio Composition
CLAIMS WITH FINANCIAL OMBUDSMAN
SERVICE [“FOS”]
> Claim size 100-300k
> Duration 6-18 months

15-25%

ü HUNDREDS
OF CLAIMS
IN FUND

WHOLESALE CLAIMS
> Claim size 2-15k
> Duration 6-12 months

ü ROA > 25%
30-40%

GROUP CLAIMS
> Claim size 15-50m
> Duration 2-4y
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ü LIQUID
PORTFOLIO
10-20%

CLAIMS BOUGHT FROM INSOLVENCY
PRACTITIONNERS
> Claim size 10-250k
> Duration 3-9 months

15-25%

CLAIMS WITH FINANCIAL SERVICES
COMPENSATION SCHEME [“FSCS”]
> Claim size 30-80k
> Duration 6-18 months

0-15%

CASH
> Asset / liability matching
> Future commitments

0-20%

Individual claims: Overview
3 INDEPENDENT AND NON-EXCLUSIVE RECOURSE

FSCS

> 25-30% performance fee

FOS

> 6-18 months

An individual:
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> Up to GBP 85,000 compensation

Financial Service
Compensation Scheme
(backed by UK government)

Financial
Ombudsman Service
(backed by UK government)

ü Bought a financial product
ü Lost money
ü Is seeking compensation

> 6-18 months

> 5k-15k cost
> 50-80% chance of success

> Up to GBP 300,000 compensation
> 25-35% performance fee
> 10k-30k cost
> 50-80% chance of success
> 9m to 3y

COURT

> Unlimited compensation
> 25-35% performance fee
> 60%+ chance of success

Individual Claims: the FSCS
The Financial Service Compensation Scheme or FSCS is a British government-backed organization that compensates
investors of FCA-authorized firms that are unable to pay claims against it.
The FSCS is funded via a levy on all regulated firms, with the UK Government funder of last resort.

1) A customer is sold a product by a
Bank, a financial institution or a
financial intermediary.
2) The product loses money. The
customer, with the help of the advisor,
approaches the FSCS as the selling
firm is no longer trading.
3) The FSCS decides whether the
claim is eligible.
4) The FSCS compensates the
customer via the advisor.
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Individual Claims: the FOS
The Financial Ombudsman Service or FOS is a British government-backed institution that helps settle disputes between
customers and businesses in the financial sector.
In the majority of the cases, the FOS rules in favor of the customer.

1) A customer is mis-sold a product by
a Bank or a financial institution.
2) An unhappy customer approach
our adviser, who files a claim with the
FOS.
3) The FOS reviews evidences and
issues a final, binding decision.
4) The financial institution
compensates the customer.
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Insolvency Practitioners Claims
Insolvency Practitioners (IP)
are accountants authorized to
liquidate a company.

When we identify
a potentially
interesting claim,
we bid for it.
These bids tend to be low but
competitive as there is no
natural buyer of these claims.

Bankrupt companies might
have claims against other
companies or against their
[former] directors.

>> Quick resolution via
settlement (weeks/ months)
We seek quick
settlement for
the claims so
acquired.
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>> Senior Secured funding with
18% minimum IRR
>> Small claims (GBP 10-250k)

Wholesale Claims
Wholesale claims are very small size
claims (typically a few thousand Pounds
per claim) that are serviced in batches
by specialized law firms.

Payment Protection
Insurance or PPI claims

%

Katch provides wholesale funding to law
firm against baseline interest,
participation to profits, and secured by
the rights of the claims and various
guarantees depending on the deal.

Law firm
specialized
in certain
types of
small claims

$

…
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Cavity Wall Insulation
Claims [Damp created
by faulty insulation in
new built homes]

Plevin cases
[undisclosed
commissions]

Road Traffic Accident
claims

Group Claims
Group Claims are similar to US class actions where a group of Claimant get together to seek redress.

Book building

Case analysis

Funding

Proceedings

Judgment

Settlement

Most cases (up to 90%) are settled before a judgment is made by a Court.
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Award

Attractive historical returns

HISTORICAL NET TRACK RECORD (USD INSTITUTIONAL)
YEAR

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

2020
2021

0.75%

1.12%

1.27%

1.14%

1.30%

1.37%

1.58%

1.15%

2022

1.45%

1.32%

1.15%

1.26%

1.32%

1.35%

1.41%

1.37%

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

FY

0.65%

0.68%

0.70%

0.70%

2.76%

1.12%

1.70%

1.45%

0.81%

15.79%
11.13%

The track record is based on the actual performance of the underlying strategy, net of all fees and costs to investors. Past performance should not in any circumstances be taken as an indication of future performance. Investors and prospective investors should refer to the official documents of the Fund, including the
Private Placement Memorandum, for further information about the risk of investing in this investment fund. The performance of Katch Fund Solutions – Litigation Fund is live starting September 2020.
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FUND TERMS

Investment terms
SUB-FUND NAME

Katch Fund Solutions – Litigation

FUND DOMICILE

Luxembourg

LEGAL FORM

SICAV-RAIF S.A.

ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT FUND MANAGER – “AIFM”

Fuchs Asset Management (Luxembourg)

ADMINISTRATOR

Bolder Group (Luxembourg)

AUDITOR

KPMG (Luxembourg)

CUSTODIAN

Creand (Luxembourg)

TARGETED RETURN

8% per annum preferred, plus up to 8% profit participation on realised profits

LIQUIDITY

Quarterly, with 180-day notice

MANAGEMENT & PERFORMANCE FEES

1.6% per annum + 20% over 9.75% with High Watermark

LAUNCH DATE

June 1st, 2020

MINIMUM SUBSCRIPTION

EUR 1,000,000 or USD equivalent
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Fund’s availability
Banks currently providing custody for our
Funds:
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Platforms currently clearing our Funds:

Important Notice:
The material being provided (the “document”), including all information related to the Katch Fund Solutions - Katch Global Lending Opportunities, Katch Fund Solutions – Katch Real Estate Lending, Katch Fund Solutions – Katch Factoring, Katch Fund Solutions – Katch Litigation, Katch Fund Solutions – Katch
European Secured Lending (The Sub-Funds), sub-funds of the Katch Fund Solutions S.A. SICAV RAIF (the “Fund”), is confidential and is intended solely for the use of the person or persons to whom it is given or sent and may not be reproduced, copied, or given, whole or in part, to any other person. The Document
is not approved for the public and is only intended for recipients who would be generally classified as ”professional,” “institutional,” or “well-informed” investors who equally qualify as professional clients within the meaning of Annex II of Directive 2014/65/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15
May 2014 on markets in financial instruments. The Document is not designed for use in any jurisdiction or location where the publication or availability of the Document would be contrary to local law or regulation. If you have access to the Document, it is your responsibility to be aware of and observe all applicable
laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdiction, and it is recommended an investor first obtains appropriate legal, tax, investment, or other professional advice prior to acting upon the Document. The Document shall not be considered as a private placement memorandum or a public offer. In connection with the
information given in this Document, no person is authorized to give any information nor make any representations other than those contained in this Document, and any commitment to the Sub-Funds made by any person on the basis of statements or representations not contained in or inconsistent with the
information contained herein shall be solely at the risk of that person. This Document does not purport to be all-inclusive and does not necessarily contain all the information that a prospective investor may desire in deciding whether to commit to the Sub-Funds. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is
or will be made in relation to, and no responsibility or liability is or will be accepted by, the Fund as to or in relation to the accuracy or completeness of this Document or any other information, written or oral, made available to any recipient or its advisors in connection with any further investigation of the Fund. The
materials contained herein are intended to supplement discussions between the Fund and the recipients, and the supplemental discussions are required for these materials to be meaningful. The information contained in this Document will be superseded by, and is qualified in its entirety by reference to, the
placement memorandum of the Fund, which will contain information about the investment objective, terms and conditions of an investment in the Sub-Funds, and will also contain tax information and risk disclosures that are important to any investment decision regarding the Sub-Funds which should be read
carefully prior to an investment in the Sub-Funds, and also is qualified in its entirety by reference to the articles of association of the Fund and the commitment agreement for the Sub-Funds. To the best of its knowledge, the Fund has taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained herein is in
accordance with the facts and does not omit anything likely to mutually affect the importance of such information at the date of issuance of this Document. The Fund expressly disclaims any and all liability based on such information, errors in such information, or omissions from such information. In particular, no
representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy of any financial information contained in this Document or as to the achievement or reasonableness of any forecasts, projections, management targets, prospects, or returns. Prospective investors should not construe the content of this Document as investment,
legal, business, accounting, tax or other advice. In making an investment decision, prospective investors must rely on their own examination of the Fund and the Sub-Funds, the related documentation, and the terms of the offer, including the merits and risks involved, which can be obtained from the AIFM of the
Fund. Each prospective investor should consult his/her own attorneys, business advisors and/or tax advisors as to legal, business, accounting, tax, and related matters concerning an investment in the Sub-Funds. An investment in the Sub-Funds involves risks. Prospective investors should have the financial ability and
willingness to accept such risk characteristics. Neither the distribution of this Document nor any offer shall under any circumstances create any implication or constitute a representation that there has been no change in the business or affairs or any other information contained in the Document since the date of this
Document.
Special Notice for Swiss Investors:
The Sub-Funds may only be offered and this document may only be distributed in Switzerland to qualified investors.
Home country of the Fund: Luxembourg.
The representative in Switzerland is Carnegie Fund Services SA, 11 rue du General-Dufour, 1204 Geneva, Switzerland.
Swiss Paying Agent in Switzerland is Banque Cantonale de Geneve, 17 quai de l’ile, 1204 Geneva, Switzerland.
The offering memorandum and other key investor information document or fund contract as well as the annual reports may be obtained free of charge from the representative.
In respect of the units distributed in and from Switzerland, the place of performance and jurisdiction is the registered office of the Representative.

Fund Registered address:
Aerogolf center, 1A Heienhaff, L-1736, Senningerbeg, Luxembourg
info@katchinvest.com · (+44) 208 144 7323

KATCHINVEST.COM

